Kernerman Semi-Bilingual Dictionaries

RECENT TITLES

Password English
Dictionary for Speakers of Russian
Translated by Irina Laduseva, Tatjana Koltsova, Sophie Troubilov and Larisa Kraskova.
Edited by Ants Pihlak.
TEA Language Centre Ltd.
Tallinn, Estonia 1996
ISBN 9985-841-28-2
888 pages.
Including a Russian-English Index.

Bookman English
Dictionary for Speakers of Chinese
Edited by Jerome Su.
Bookman Books Ltd.
Taipei, Taiwan R.O.C. 1997
ISBN 957-586-668-1
931 pages.

Ensk-Ensk Ordabók Med Íslenskum Lykilorðum
Íslensk Pyönging: Geir Svansson
Mál og Menning
Reykjavík, Iceland 1996
ISBN 9979-3-1436-2
632 pages.

English Polish Learner’s Dictionary
Translated by Jadwiga Fisiak, Michal Jankowksy and Tadeusz W. Lange.
Edited by Prof. Jacek Fisiak.
Wydawnictwo Naukowe PWN (Polish Scientific Publishers Ltd.)
Warszawa, Poland 1996
ISBN 83-01-12004-5
946 pages.

Including a Polish-English Index, as well as an innovative Phonetic Index - enabling users to locate an English entry according to its pronunciation, as exemplified in the extract above.

Password English
Dictionary for Speakers of Latvian
Maija Trailona and Rasma Mosere.
Zvaigzne ABC Publishers Ltd.
Riga, Latvia 1996
ISBN 9984-04-385-1
822 pages.

The revised semi-bilingual Slovak version, including a Slovak-English Index, is the only dictionary approved by the Slovak Ministry of Education.

This semi-bilingual Traditional-Character version contains up-to-date entries, eg beeper, CD-ROM, E-mail, etc, as well as Taiwan and Taiwanese.

Password Anglicíký
Výkladový slovník so slovenskými ekvívalencií 4/E
Translated by Andrea Cániková.
Revised by PhDr. A. Kubišová.
Media Trade - Slovenské Pedagogické Nakladatels’tvo (SPN)
Bratislava, Slovak Republic 1997
ISBN 80-08 02489-5
860 pages.